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DOUBLE-MODE PULSATION

Arthur N. Cox
Theoretical Eivision, Los Alamos National Laboratory

University of California
Los Alamos, New ?fexico 87545 USA

Double mode pulsation is a very pe~asive phenomenon in star~ all over
the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. In order of increasing radius, ●xamples
are: 22 Ccti stars, the sun, the 6 Scuti stars, RR Lyrae variables, the $
Cephei variables and those related to them, Cepheids, and ❑aybe ●ven the
!4ira atars. These many modes have been interpreted as both radial and
nonradial ❑odes, but in many ca~es the actual mode has not been clearly
identified. Yellow giants seem to be the most simple pulsators with a large
major$ty of the RR Lyrae variables and Cepheids showing only me pulsation
period. We limit this review to those very few cases for classical Cepheids
and RR Lyrae var:.ableswhich display two modes. For these we know ❑any
facts about these stars, but the actual cause of the pulsation in two modes
simultaneously remains unknown.

Table 1 lists the eleven double-mode Cepheids known at this time. They
are all in our galaxy; none have ever been found in even the nearby
Magellanic clouds. Intenai-#esearches by Szabados (1977), Pike and Andrews
(1979), Henden (1979, 1980) in the northern hemisphere and by Barren (1962)
in the southern hemisphere have not been able to add to this list. It is
true that there are strange cases such as ND 161796 recently discussed Oy
Fernie (preprint) where this star seems to show for a time the fundamental
radial mode and then later the pure overtone mode. The Table 1 stars are in
a well defined class for which we hope to produce complete explanations in
the near future.

We see that the double-mode Cepheids all have periods between 2.1 and
6,3 days. With the ●xception of AX Vel, they all have a larger amplitude
for theil fundamental mode than for their overtone component. There seems
to be no dispute thst the two modes are correctly identified, mostly because
the period ratio is very close to that expected for these two periods. It
is, however, the period ratio that is the cauae of most of the puzzle in the
stars. All theti~rutios range from 0.6967 to 0.7105 over a period range of
almost a factor of three in the fundamental.

In an extensive program to observe the ten southern hemisphere doublr-
mude Cepheids, Barren haa supplied the mean coloru and derived the m(.nn
●ffective temperature listed in the next to the lamt column. Thesr are
based on Hu db~a. In the last column, radii, to be diacun~ed later from
Ilalonaand Stobie (1979) and Niva and Schmidt (1979) (for TU Caa) are Riven.

One important interest in the double-mode Cepheids is their number.
Stohie (1977) h-s pointed out that even though there are only ● few of these
atnra known, they constitute ● very lar8e fraction of the short period
Cepheids. He, ●nd now Ilarrellin ● preprint sent to me to prepare for this
review, included jn their dinrussion both type J ●nd type 11 Cepheidn. 1
feel thin i~ not ‘he correct thing to do. Th? type 11 Cephriclaare com-

pletely different ●tara, with maunes appropriair for popu]alion I]--about
0.6 solar ❑atincs. On LIW other hand the cl~saicnl Cqhrids, according to
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TABLE 1

JMXJBLE-HODECEPHEIDS

Star

Tu CBB
UTr A
Vx Pup
AP Vel
BK Cen
UZ Cen
Y Car
AX Vel
GZ Car
BQ Ser
V 367 Set

‘o
(days)

2.1393
2.5684
3.0109
3.1278
3.1752
3.3343
3.6398
3.6731
‘!.1590
4.2707
6.2931

P*/PO

0.7097
.7105
.7092
.7031
.7047
.7063
.7031
.7059
.7052
.7053

0.6967

iwo

(mag]

AV1

(mag)

log T

(Barre~l)

0.66
.47
.46
.55
.52
.30
.58
.22
.16

0.31
.25
.33
.41
.20

.29

.33

0.5 0.2

3.804
3.775
3.775
3.770
3.772
3.777
3.771
3.776
3.782
3.775
3.775

R/Re

22.0
23.2
47.5
47.?
53.7
35.8
42.2
52.9
46.6

evolutionary theory have masses like 5. 6. or at most 7 solar masses, In mv
re~’ittionof the Stobie and Barren dita-,I get the fractions of Cepheid~
which are double-mode in the following period ranges as: 1-2 days, O; 2-3
dayti,0.40; 3-4 days, 0.23; 4-5 daya, 0.05; 5-6 days, 0.00; and 6-7 days,
0.03. We see that in the period range 2-4 days the double-mode Cepheids
comprise about one-third of all the known Cepheids. This may not be toc
surprising if the pulsaLion instability strip in the Hertzspring-Russell
dj.a8rnmis very narrow at this low ●nd, and this strip includes the double-
mode phenomenon.

Masses of these double-mode Cepheids can be determined by five dif-
ferent methods. Stellar ●volution calculation ~how that the evolution
tracks in the HerLsprung-Russell diagram that are in the obse~ed period
range correspond to 5-7 solar ❑asses. Becker, Iben, and Tuggle (1977) have
8iven a formula fur the stellar mass given the luminosity. Some workers
have then used a luminosity from the period-luminoaity relation to derive
maases. This method does not give the wrong ❑ans, but it is not particu-
larly a wise thin8 to do because the period-luminosity relation is in itself
based on intricate calibrations of the distance scale, We here consider
that only for V367 Set, in the galactic cluster NGC 6649, do we know its
luminosity in ● reasonably direct way, ●nd therefore we can obtain a mass.

Lox (1980) shows thnt a theoretical mass can be derived uBing only the
well known period ●nd an ●ven approximate T value. The Barren data allow
us to get a very accurate mass because sh~ h-s given ●ccurate T values.
T5is theoretical ❑tias results from using four equations discusse~ by COX
(1979) for the four unknowns: the radiua, the luminosity, the pu]uation
conutant Q, and the theoretical mama, Since the theoretical mtellar evolu-
tion ❑ass-,1.uminoaityrelation il one of the four ●quations, and since it has
a nt.ronjjrfft’ctp the theoretical maasrm are usually very close to the ●volu-

tion masneu.

The wwll-known pul~ation mans can be found for those cnsrs where thr
luminosity und the effective surfacr temperature in known. For our doulJle-
mode Ccph~ic!n●gain only V367 Srt qualifies for this mnsa drirrndnation.
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The beat or double-mode mass discussed first by Petersen (1973) is
based on only the observed period and period ratio. In the temperature
range which can be very wide, there is a unique curve for a given mass and
composition in the lll/JIOveraua 110(Petersen) diagram. Thus, the use of the
period data gives a mass called the beat mass. It is this ❑ass which is
ve~y low compared to the other masses.

The last type of maas we diacuas here uses the Wesselink radius deter-
mined by Baloua and S~obie and by Niva and Schmidt. As is typical, the
Wesselink mass ia not very accurate, because the mass from the period mean
density relation goes as the cube of the rather uncertain radius.

These five kinds of ❑ass are listed in Table 2. The most reliable ones
are the theoretical masses, of course assuming that there is no ❑ajor error
in the pulsation theory constant Q or in the ●volution theory ❑ass-luminosity
relation. Actuallyp recent calculations by Hatraka, Wassermnn, and Weigert
(1982) and by Becker and Cox (1982) show that the masses de.ived from the
Becker, Iben, and Tuggle mass-iuminoaity formula are a bit large, about
15-20 percent. For the theoretical masses we also give the corresponding Q
values in days. The beat masses from a Petersen diagrsm are the one given
next. Finally, the rather uncertain Weaselink masses and the Q value are
listed. The conclusion at this paint ia that there seems to remain the long
standing beat Cepheid mass anomaly.

TABLE 2

DOUBLE-MODE CEPlfEID!IJASSES

Star

TU Cas
UTrA
Vx Pup
AP Vel
BK Cen
UZ Cen
Y Car
AX Vel
GZ Car
6Q Ser
V 367 Set

The radii used

.. 4.8
4.8
5.1
5.1
5.1
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.9
5.8

6.9 6.9

QT
.——
0.0366
0.0371
0.0375
0.0376
0.0376
C.0377
0.’J379

0.0380
0.0382
o.03ti3
0.0394

‘Q ~
. 1.4

1.6
1.8
1.6
1.7

. 1.7
1.8
2.0
2.0
2.0

5.0 2.3

“w
3.2
2.0
17
15
24
5.8
7.3
16
8.3

for the Wrsselink massea in Table 2 are

1. One cun see that Lher? is considerable uncertainty in

—

Qw
—.
0,0374
0.0397
0.0378
0.0376
0,0393
0.0376
C.0374
0.0379
0,0378

given in Table
some of these

values because the masses obtained when using them are very anomolous.
Theoretical maaaea given in Table 2 indirat~ radii that ranR:*from 25 to 56
oolar radii for, rcsp~ctively, TLJCas and V367 Set. At ieast thezr i~ no
major discrepancy between the theoretical and Weserlink radii aR there might
be if the ❑asses were only one-third of the theoretical masaea.

Combining luminositi~o from the Snndagr anfJ Tarmr,ann(1369) period
lum~noaity relation with thr newly observed surfaur e{frctivr tcmperatureN,
Barrrll hns produced t-he llcrtz~]]rullg-R~l~~clldiagram givrn as Figurp 1. The
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❑ost surprising thing about this diagram is that the double-mode Cepheids
are all at an almost unique surface ●ffective temperature. It is very
suggestive that the double-mode phenomenon is related to the transition
beLWeer_ e fundamental and first overtone pulsation ❑odes. Unfortunately,
we still Tnnot produce nonlinear calculations which show this pulsation in
both modes imultaneously at least over long periods of time.

F’igure 1 is actually the theoretical Hertzsprung-Russell diagram of
King, Cox, Eil?rs, and Davey (1973) and the obsenrational one repcrted
King, Hansen, Ross, and Cox (1973), The cros~-hatched region is probably
not relevant to our current discussion. There ia indeed a discrepancy
between the observed double-mode Cepheids and the fundamental blue ed%e both
from the obaerva~icmal and the theoretical viewpoints. Well ●stablished
Cepheidq occur at bluer positions in this diagram, for example, SU Cas, EV
Set, and CV flon, and they seem to be in the fundamental pulsation mode. The

dietance from the F blue edge and Lhe exictance of bluer fundamental ❑ode
pulsators apparently precludes for these Cepheids the explanation that there
is some mode switching. The Pel and Lub (1978) data, however, seem to
support the concept of ❑ode switch:ng since there few cases are even bluer.
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KCED(mLld Knei)ue shown in tie T-L phnctogciher u)l!htheemptik~l lnstablllty Str@of KHRC
(lorqd~shcd Untt md dot.sh.dhp). ThcspproNmmt? extent of Iheprtdk!ed complcx.mwlc bchcviour
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Fig. 1. The B~rrell HcrtzHprung-Russell diagram
In the region of the double-mode Cepheidni

One more thing that B~rrell haB done is to try to obtain compoai

data for the double-mode Cepheid~. By lookin~ at the iron lines in
spectra, it appears Lhat tllc log of thr iron abundance relalive Lo the

in -0.21 with an error of 0.33. This mc~lls that tlie iron abundance is a

0.u2 solnr with a facLor of two pornsible error.

ion
tlLc
Hun

lout
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For the double-mode Cepheids, all seems to indicate that the stars are
normal blue-looping yellow giants except their period ratios. Four ideas to
reconcile these low period ratios--O. 70 rather than the expected 0.74-- have
been proposed. Cox, Deupree, King, and Hodson (1979) have suggested that a
surface layer enhanced in helium would change the structure of the outer
layers to appear Zess concentrated. This would increase the periods of all
❑odes with the fundamental mode being increased the most. Thus , the fun-
damental to overtone period ratio would be decreased as required to accord
with the obsemationc. The enhancement in helium needed is up to a mass
fraction of 0.65 ver the outer envelope down to a temperature of 25C~,000K.
This is about 10

-4’
of the mass of the Cepheid.

Stothers (1979) has suggested that the peziod ratios of these double-
rnode Cepheids could be reduced to c?ar the observed level if there is a
rather strong magnetic field in the surface layers. This field would pro-
duce a pressure comparable to that from the gas. This magnetic field would
be tangled by the convection and therefore not be too easily observed as a
uniform field on the surface. The weak Zields seen in some Cepheids Rives
support to this idea even though the observed fields seem to be much smaller
than required to reduce the period ratios.

Recently Simm (preprint) has proposed that the cause of the lurge
period ratios in the double-mode Cepheids is an incorrect opacity for the
elements heavier than helium. An opacity increase by a factor of two in the
temperature range between about 100,OOOK and I,000,OOOK changes the struc-
ture encugh so that the observed low period ratios are predicted. In spite
of this proposed reasonable solution to the double-mode mass problem, there
does not seem to be any reason for the opacities to be this wrong. If there
is a problem, however, it would be in the elements C, N, O, and Ne. One
nice feature of this idea is that it would also change the period range for
bumps to occur in the longer period Cepheids to that observed, that is 7-11
days, Another good feature is that the RR Lyrae variables seem to have the
correct beat masses, as we will see later. 1< the opacity of elements
heavier than hydrogen and helium are the problem, it would have a very small
effect on the low Z population II RR Lyrae stars.

One problem with the magnetic field and increased opecity ideas is the
observation that the period ratios are almost constant over the entire
period range of the double-mode Cepheids. The enhanced helium model can
predict the correct zrro ~lope in the Petersen diagram, but the results to
date for these two more recent ideas show the normal negative slope, though
the period ratios are at least in the proper range, It is conceivable that
this problem can be r.ectifi~d ~owever, for both the magnetic field and
opacity increase only .

Cox (1780) at the last Goddard Meeting suggested that there might be a.]
admixture of nonradial modes which are n~t recognized but able to distort.
our ideas about the pulsation modes seen. There is some support to this
idea becfiuse there are some unstable nonradiml modes with high J!values thaL
are known. Just exactly how this interaction might occur is to date unknown.

We now turn tc the other clasa of variable stqr that shows simple
double-mod~ bubaviur, the RR Lyrae variables. A fivld star AQ Lf’u was
discovc’rcd to have two modes by Jcrzykiewicz and Wenzel (1977). Cox, King,



and Hodson (1980) found that from pulsation theory the mass was 0.65 solar
mass. In a recent preprint, Jerzykiewicz, Schult, and Wenzel have now
shown that this star has a color that places it between the fundamental and
overtone pulsatars in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. This indicates that
the star is in a stage of evolution where it is switching from the funda-
mental to the overtone or vice versa. The theoretical switching timescale
of about 150 years seems too long for the observations to show now, but over
the last 20 years it seems that if an~thing there has been a switch from the
overtone to the fundamental.

Sandage, Katem, and Sandage (1981) have given photographic photometry
data for many stars in the RR Lyrae instability strip of the globular clus-
ter M15. They note that the Bailey c type variables with periods between
0.38 and 0.43 days show erratic behavior which might be attributed to double-
mode puisation. Cox, Hodson, and Clancy (in press) have studied these stars
and find ten to be indeed pulsating in both the fundamental and overtone
simultaneously with a period ratio of 0.746 within 0.001. They then use a
Petersen type diagram of period ratio versus fundamental mode period to
cbtain a mass of 0.65 solar mass. These ten double-mode RR Lyrae variables
are listed in Table 3. The best case, V31, is shown in Figure 2 where both
modes are plotted after prewhitening with the other mode, its harmonics, aad
any mode interaction terms.
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Fig. 2. The two pulsation modes of the RR I.yrarvariabl~ V31
in M15 are displayed. Each mode hns been isolated from the
double-mode behavior by ~ ewhitcning by the other mode and
any mode iteration terms.



It is of great interest to know if double-mode RR Lyrae variables can
be found in other globular clumters, especially for one in the Oosterhoff
group I with shorter period RR Lyrae variables. Two have been found in M3,
and they sre also listed in Table 3. Finally, the single case for P168
discussed by Andrews (1980) is also given.
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diagram for several masses in the observed period and
temperature ranges is given in Figure 3. This is the

The Peterson
surface effective
figure that is published by Cox, Hodson, and Clancy (1982). The M15 stars
are marked by the symbol X, with V31 circled. The two shorter period 113
stnrs are overlapped at the + s!gn at a period of 0.48 day. The t168 cas- is
almost coincident with an M15 star. The very low case for Fl15 is moved up
to the rest of the ?l15stars if newer data by Filippenko and Simon (1981) is
used. From inspection of the diagram, it appears that the HIS RR Lyrae
stars have a mass of 0.65 solar mass, the I’f3stars, a mass of P.55 solar
mass, and the sole 1968star, a mass of perhaps 0,60 solar mass. Maybe the
difference between the Oosterhoff groups is ~ difference of mass, with the
Oosterhoff group 11 having the higher mass of 0,65 solar mass,

Further analysis of the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram for these 1115stars
shows that the best fit is for a heliu mass Iraction of 0.28. This puts
the blue nnd red ●dges where they are shown in Figure 4. This blue edge-
calculatcd by Cox, Hodson, and Clancy agrees well with t;mt.calculated hY
many others such as Tuggle ●nd Iben (1972). The red edge ie more rontro-
versittl,bein8 based on the Deupree (1977) c~lculationttof two dimt!nsional
time drp(’ndentconvt=ctjon, S~ch red ●dRt’Sare now being verified howvver by
new Stellingwerf (1982) rcsultm. The Baker and Gough {1973) and Gonzi and
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Osaki (1980) linear theory results give red edges much cooler and do not
agree so well with the observations. Figure 4 constrains all the M15 R-R
Lyrae variables to have a mass of 0.65 solar mass, but the change in plotted
position which arises from a change of 0.05 solar r.ass is indicated. Lines
of constant period in the fundamental mode as well as the lines of constant
period ratio are also shown.
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Fik!. s. The Petersen diagram of period ratio versus period for
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the double-mode RR Lyrae variables. The MIS prints are given as X’s,
the two M3 points by a single + sign, and the sole M68 double-mode
variable lies among the 1115points at a period of 0.53 day.

For the classical Cepheid case, the double-mode phenomenon poses two
problems, the period ratio and the actual cause of the double-mode pulsa-
tion. While neither problem is understood, at least for the double-mode RR
Lyrae case the problem is only to learn the cause of the pulsation.
Stellingwerf (1975) showed that if one can get simultaneous instability of

full-amplitude fundamental and overtone modeg toward ~ach other, then
obviously the equilibrium situation will be pulsation T both modes ac the
same time, This situation has not yet been demonstrated in realistic models;
one full amplitude mode may decay LO the other, but the other is stable
against any mode switch.
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Fig. 4. The theoretical H-R diagram for 0.65 M@ models. tl15RR
Lyrae stars are plotted assuming the mean luminosity of them is

lcg L/L. = 1.78. Fundamental (F) overtone (0) and double-mode
(+) stars as marked.

Simon, Cox, and Hodson (1980) have calculated nonlinear Cepheld models
that start out in two modes at once. They both grow as linear Iheory pre-
dicts until, at some threshold amplitude, one of the modes begins to domi-
nate. The other mode decays in time giving ultimately a pure mode. Cases
where either the fundamental or the overtone can dominate are displayed, but
never can both occur at the same time. These authors consider what might
happen if the limiting amplitude is not large enough to defeat the presence
of the other mode. In that case, mode switching will occur, or at least a
tendency to do so will exist. If the switch is complete to a level for the
now dominant mode wilichcan defeat the original ❑ode, then the ❑ode switching
is complete. This is case a in the Figure 5, where the suppression ampli-
tude of the fundamental is larger than the limiting fundamental amplitude.
Case b is the opposite case where the fundamental mode cannot be suppressed
by the overtcne amplitude and the switch to the fundamental is compl<te.
The case where both modes are strong enough to defeat the othel can result
in the much discussed either-or modal behavior. That is case c. Finally in
case d, neither mode can get enough strength to suppress the ether, and a
compromise mixed mode situation exists.

Regev and Buchler (1981) and Buchler and Regev (1981) have developed a
simple Gystem of equations which represent in a crude way both the double-
mode pulsation of two modes and the energy equation. The results of their
work is that with certain parameter, the mode switch can be followed. In
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another case with a different set of parameters a wandering around the
intersection point in Figure 5 case d
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Fig. 5. The Simon, Cox, and Hodson diagrams here show the behavior
of modes depending on their amplitudes. Cases a and b give pure
modes. Case c is the either-or case. Double-mode pulEation ca~
occur if one has the situation of case d.

There has been considerable discussion about whether the basic cause of
double-mode pulsation is a resonance between two of the naturally occurring,
or normal, modes. This is a follow-en from the rather successful Simon and

Schmidt (1976) thought that the bump Cepheids have a resonance between the
fundamental mods and the ~econd overtone which causes the observed light and
velocity curve bumps. papers by Simon (1979), petersen (1979, 198~), and
Takeuti and Aikawa (1980 and preprint) discusg whet~er the resonance could
be between the fundamental, the first overtane, and the third. Numerically
there is a resonance, but Simon, COX, and Hodson (1980) were not able to
show that the double mode behavior is likely for resonant model envelopes.

An idea, pursued for this conference, to find the cause of double-mode

pulsation is discu6sed by Hodson and Cox. This can be seen in Figure 6,
which is a somewhat schematic version of a diagram first made by
Stellingwerf. For RR Lyrae variables, the linear theory growth rates are
plotted versus effective temperature of models. Here it is assumed that the
mass of the RR Lyrae variable is 0.65 solar mass, has a population 11 compo-
sition, and has a luminosity of 60 suns. The overtone blue edge (lHBEj of

the instability strip, the fundamental mode blue edge (FBE), a transition
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line (TL), and the red edge (RE) from the Deupree work are labelled. The
two other solid lines are the stability of full amplitude solutions, that
is, thzy give the rate of growth of the fundamental in the ful~ amplitude
solution (F in lH) and the growth of the overtone in the fundamental full

amplitude solution (1H in F). The transition line is where a blueward
evolving fundamental mode star would switch to the overtone because the
overtone wants to grow at this and hotter temperatures. We show that the
overtone is always stabie at all effective temperatures, as a series of RR
Lyrze calculations by Simon, and reported by CoX show. As just discussed,
and as Stellingwerf has emphasized, the stability of a mode is assured if
its amplitude is large enough. If the amplitude is decreased by some mech3-
nism such as turbulent viscosity damping, then the amplitude may not exceed
the suppression amplitude, and ❑ode switching might result.

Figure 6 indicates with its dashed lines what can happen for reduced
amplitudes. These lines must start from the two blue edges because for
those points the full amplitude solutions must have zero amplitude just as
linear theory assumes. Reduction of the pulsation amplitude at cooler
temperatures tn the right in the diagram would ❑ean that the nonlinear
stability results would approach the linear ones. If this rotation can be
large enough, it is possible that between the FBE and the TL both modes
would be unstable again~t c!ccay to the oLher mode and double-mode behavior
could be found. As dra~n in Figure 6, the region where there is instability
in both nonlinear modes, and therefore double-mode pulsation, is very narrow.
This does not match the observations in !415 as shown in Figure 4. One
possible solution to this problem is to make the unconventional proposal
that the helium ❑ass fraction differs from star to star in ?l15, so that this
double-mode behavior can Gccur in an effective temperature rzngc much larger
than Figure 6 indicates.

Figure 6 shows that the overtone mode is always stable at full ampli-
tude for all effective temperatures in the instability strip. At a somewhat
smaller amplitude, however, it may be that there is a small regiun in the
middle of the strip where the overton is unstable to a switch to the fun-
damental. The interesting thing is that if this overtone is always locked
into its mode, evolution in the cooler or redward direction would give very
red Bailey c type variables. Since these variables are not observed in any
confirmed cases, it appears that RR Lyrae variables evolve only blueward in
the instability strip. This has important implications for low mass stellar
evolution on the horizontal branch.

To this theoretical discussion we should add the observational evidence
on mode switching. Hodson, Stellingwerf, and Cox (1979) found that TU Cas
has a decreasir~g overtone amplitude from magnitude observations over a ,7

year time span. This decay was verified by Niva (1979) using radial veloc-
ity observatiolls since 1917. On the other hand, Faulkner and Shobbrook

(1979) discovered that the overtone in the other very short period doubie-
mode Cepheid U TrA seems to be growing. These mode changes are at about the
theoretically predicted rates, but they do conflict with the fact that many
of the short period Cepheids have the two modes as if they were stuck there
in their evolution. The a~tparcntly more common case is documented by Ma@ore,
Stobie, and Van den Bergh <19?8) who found that the longest period double-
mode Cepheid VB67 Set seems to have had no change in amplit.utieover a period
.f 50 years.



For more
should refer

a&

details on observational aspects of double-mode pulsation one
to the excellent recenE review by Stobie (1980). Also the

other excellent review at that time by CoX (1980) includetisome more theo-
retical ideas about the cause of the anomalous period ratios and the causes
of double-mode pulsation.

At present the statue of this research on double-mode pulsation leads
to the following conclusions: 1) Double-mode Cepheids and RR Lyrae var-
iables have ma~oes, radii, and luminosities normal for their ●volition. 2)
Classical Cepheid period ratios require some c~mpoaition, magnetic field or
opacity influences. 3) Double-mode behavior is likely not mode switching
but nevertheless it seems to require both F and lH modes to be unstable to
each other at or near the transition line in the Hertzsprung diagram.

I would like to ●xpress my thanks to Don Fernie and ?likeJerzykiewicz
for their recent preprinta. Also this review would not have been possible
withGut the Barren ~ata kindly sent on ●O me by Bruce Cogan.
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Fig. 6. Growth rates versus “ ~eciive temperature is plot~ed for both
linear and nonlinear pulsations of RR Lyrae variables.
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